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Path. Res. Pram 186,737-744 (1990)

Automated Estimation of Epithelial Volume in Breast Cancer
Sections*
A Comparison with the Image Processing Steps Applied to
Gynecologic Tumors
N. W. Schipper, A. W. M. Srneulders and J. F! A. Baak
Deparlment o f Pathology. Free University.Amsterdam (N.kt!S., J.i?A.B.), and Faculty
o f Mathematics and Com~uterScience and Facultv o f Bioloov.
",
. Universitv o f
Amsterdam, Amsterdam (A.wM.s.), The ~ethertanhs

SUMMARY
The paper describes an image analysis technique for automated estimation ofthe epithelial
percentage in standard paraffin tissue sections of inuasive ductal breast cancers. Two
staining procedures are evaluated: Feulgen (pararosanilin)and CAM 5.2-demonstrating
the presence of cytokeratin 8 and 18-, both counterstained with naphthol yellow.
In the technique, one imageis recorded with a filter to visualize where theepitheliumlies.
This filter is chosen corresponding to the type of staining: it is yellow for Feulgen and blue
for anti-cytokeratin CAM 5.2. To uisualize where the stroma lies, the same image can be
wed for anti-cytokeratin CAM 5.2, whereas for Feulgen, a second image has to be
recorded from the same microscope field with a blue filter. The image processing steps to
determine the total tissue area comprise correction for shading, segmentation of the tissue
area, and restoration of the segmented image by removal ofsmall artefacts and closure of
small tears in the tissue. The method for determination of the epithelialarea consists of the
following steps: correction for shading, gaussian blurring, segmentation of nuclei or
epithelialcells,and editing of the segmented image by removal ofsmall objects andclosure
of small spaces between the epithelial nuclei or cells. These image processing steps are
compared to those for quantification of the epithelialpercentageingynecologic tumors of
epithelial origin.
For the Feulgen stain, the method is evaluated on 30 breast cancers of the ductal type
(4grade 1, 12 grade II, and 14 grade Ill). Comparison with the control percentage,
established interactively through point-counting, shows a strong correlation for all 30
specimens (r = 0.98). For the anti-cytokeratin stain CAM 5.2, results of the method are
obtained with 28 breast cancers ofthe ductal type (4 grade I, 11 grade 11,and 13 grade Ill),
of which 18 specimens are overlapping with the Feulgen specimens. The estimated
epithelial percentage, resulting from the Feulgen stained specimens, shows a strong
correlation with the image processing result obtained with the corresponding CAM 5.2
stained specimen (r = 0.99).
It can be concluded that the described image analysis technique results in a reliable
estimate of the percentage o f epithelium, and may be used to select the epithelium-rich
areas automatically.
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